HELP CHISWICK HEDGEHOGS
YOU can help by:
Planting bushes and other plants,
keeping an area of grass long,
having a compost heap,
put in a log pile to attract a range of
bugs which are natural hedgehog food,
put out a shallow bowl of water,
do not use slug pellets
Be part of making a hedgehog
highway.
Putting a small 13cm hole into your wall
or fence between you and your
neighbour (side and/or back) will allow
hedgehogs to forage through a larger
accessible green and safe space.
Email: hogs@wildchiswick.com for
more information and to book the
drilling of a hole in your fence or
wall.

THE PROBLEM

Curabitur leo

Maecenas

Over the years fences, walls, tarmac and
more recently plastic grass has become
a problem for hedgehogs. They can no
longer easily roam the mile or more
they need each night or dig for the
natural food they need. Roads, walls,
fences and the reduction in natural
green spaces is a major factor in the
decline of this species. They are now
on the IUCN red list*, vulnerable to
extinction.
WILDCHISWICK

Want to know more about what we are up to
www.wildchiswick.com
hello@wildchiswick.com
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HED GEH OGS
NE E D YOU!

Hedgehogs live in this area. They
need over a mile radius to forage
for food, make a nest and meet a
mate. They need your help to
survive.

HOW CAN YOU HELP IN CHISWICK?
Along with London HogWatch, WildChiswick has begun to research hedgehog locations in Chiswick.
So far we have identified the areas around Chiswick House and Gardens, Grove Park and Strand on the
Green as hedgehog habitat. However, the research is ongoing and we may find strongholds elsewhere.

THE CURRENT HEDGEHOG SITUATION.

IN THE ME ANTIME
It is really important that we all try and keep the species
thriving across the areas where we know hedgehogs reside

Hedgehogs are an iconic species in the UK.
From folklore to Beatrix Potter books to

We need your help to do this. Below and overleaf are some
ways you can help. One of the most important is the
making of hedgehog highways across an urban area.

modern day, they are a much loved species
that helps out gardeners by eating the bugs

Chiswick Hedgehog picked
up by a London HogWatch
camera.

that damage plants
HEDGEHOG HIGHWAYS

Over the years fences, walls, tarmac and

Robin, from Barnes Hedgehogs, showing

Peoples Trust of Endangered Species (PTES) and British
Hedgehog Preservation Society (BHPS) tell us that putting
holes in fences, to link up gardens, is one of the key ways to
help urban hedgehogs. This increases their habitat and
provides them with a safe and green space to find food.

plastic grass, have become a problem for
hedgehogs. They can no longer easily roam
the mile or more they need each night.
They are also finding it harder to find their

off the hedgehog hole he has just put
into a Chiswick fence, in collaboration
with WildChiswick.

natural food, which live amongst plants and
in the soil, because of lack of natural green

HOW DO I HELP CR EATE A HIGHWAY

space.

By putting a hole in your fence with your neighbour. The
hole is only 13cm in diameter - the size of a CD disc. It will
not let the average pet dog out and will not let a fox in.
The more holes we have along a street, the better. This
increases the range for a hedgehog. Also, as an an added
advantage, it can let in toads and frogs too!

The species has reduced in number by approx
50% in rural and a third in urban areas since
2000. They are now on the IUCN* red list,

.
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vulnerable to extinction.

Jo Gilbert, WildChiswick,
celebrating their first Hedgehog
Highway hole drilled in
Chiswick.

